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(*)	IMF	estimate.	Source:	IMF,	GCC	Government	websites,	DIFC	Economics.

Table 1: Average inflation rates across the GCC (1980-2008)

Bahrain Kuwait Oman Qatar KSA UAE GCC US World
1980 - 85 4.1 4.9 0.9 4.3 0.6 5.4 2.6 6.8 14.5
1986 - 90 - 0.7 4.4 4.7 3.5 -0.2 3.9 0.5 4.0 18.5
1991 - 95 1.3 2.7 1.0 2.2 2.1 5.0 2.5 3.1 27.5
1996 - 00 0.4 1.8 0.0 3.3 -0.4 2.3 1.4 2.5 6.0
2001 - 05 1.0 1.7 0.3 3.9 0.1 4.0 0.8 2.6 3.7
2006 - 07 2.8 4.3 4.7 12.8 3.2 10.2 5.0 3.0 3.8
2008 3.5 10.6 12.5 15.1 9.9 12.3 10.7* 3.8 6.2
Maximum 11.4 15.8 12.5 15.1 9.9 12.3 7.0 13.5 37.5
Minimum - 2.5 - 0.3 - 7.4 - 0.9 - 3.2 0.6 - 1.2 1.5 3.5
Standard Deviation 3.1 3.6 4.3 4.0 2.7 3.0 2.0 2.5 9.7
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1. Introduction

Inflation has been a growing concern in the GCC region 
(Table 1), especially after many years of relative price 
stability and moderate inflation. Inflation rates jumped 
in 2006-2008, leading to widespread concern regarding 
the impact of inflation on purchasing power, real wages 
and contracts. Price inflation also reflected itself in the 
unprecedented rise in asset prices, with high growth 
rates of real estate prices and rental rates. With limited 
policy options, given fixed exchange rate policies, GCC 
governments resorted to various forms of price controls 
and subsidies to contain inflation. Rent caps (5% in Dubai 
and Abu Dhabi) have been set to limit the steep rise in 
rental	rates	across	the	UAE	and	Qatar.	The	governments	
of	 Saudi	 Arabia	 and	 the	 UAE	 have	 been	 actively	
involved in regulating the price of basic commodities. 
A	few	Memoranda	of	Understanding	have	been	signed	
between governments and large retailers as part of this 
initiative to keep the price of essential consumer goods 
low, in particular food prices, some at 2006 levels. To 
compensate for inflation, governments across the GCC 
introduced sharp pay rises in the public sector.

However, in line with past experience, price controls did 
not dampen the inflation rate, which actually accelerated 
until the summer of 2008 and in recent months has only 
gradually declined from record levels. This phenomenon 
has several roots: first of all, the exceptional growth rate 
in the GCC fuelled by investments financed by energy 
commodity revenues; second, the worldwide increase 
in price of food and raw materials spurred by strong 
expansion in populous emerging countries such as 
China and India; third, the depreciation of the US dollar, 
to which the GCC countries (with the partial exception 
of Kuwait) peg their currencies.

Indeed, looking more closely, we notice that during 
the first three quarters of 2008, the food and beverage 
component of the consumer price indices (wherever 
data are available) has grown at a faster pace than 
the inflation rate. The GCC nations, being net food 
importers, faced the full impact of the rise in worldwide 
commodity prices.

Table 1 highlights that inflation rates in the GCC 
countries have been as volatile as inflation in the US, 
but	much	less	than	world	inflation.	Essentially	periods	
of high inflation in the GCC have been associated 
with periods of high inflation in the US, (Fig.1) but 
the recent inflationary outburst is definitely unusual 
in its magnitude. A common root of this link can be 

traced to high energy prices (Figure 2) which in the 
US affect directly the CPI and in the GCC lead to a rise 
in aggregate domestic demand sustained by higher 
export revenues. This same connection, albeit much 
weaker, can be detected by looking at the graph of 
GCC inflation and world inflation.



Source:	IMF,	DIFC	Economics.

Table 2: Correlation matrix for inflation across GCC, US and the World: 1980-2008

Bahrain Kuwait Oman Qatar KSA UAE US World

Bahrain 1.00        

Kuwait 0.36 1.00  

Oman 0.27 0.69 1.00  

Qatar 0.44 0.45 0.59 1.00  

Saudi Arabia 0.49 0.62 0.62 0.67 1.00  

UAE 0.49 0.30 0.62 0.80 0.65 1.00  

US 0.54 0.49 0.46 0.26 0.34 0.40 1.00  

World - 0.03 0.13 0.07 - 0.34 0.03 - 0.07 0.24 1.00

Source:	Global	Insight,	GCC	Government	websites,	DIFC	Economics.

Figure 1: Inflation rates in the US and the GCC from 1980 to 2008

Source:	IMF	Commodity	Price	Indices.	
Note: Base year for food and raw material indices: 1995=100;
Base year for crude oil price index: 2005=100

Figure 2: Main Commodities Prices Indices
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In this paper we will carry out a series of econometric 
estimates and tests to determine which factors 
contributed to the build-up of inflationary pressures 
in the GCC countries, considered as an aggregate 
economic area. We are conducting the exercise at 
the GCC level because of the forthcoming monetary 
union in the Gulf. The argument is that by fixing their 
exchange rates to the US dollar, the GCC countries 
have, by and large, run a common monetary policy. 
We wish to draw some lessons from the past that 
can guide the Gulf Central Bank, possibly without the 

stricture of a fixed peg to an external anchor.

The rest of the paper is divided into four sections. 
Section 2 will develop a simple monetary model and 
illustrate its implications for the GCC; Section 3 will 
report the causality tests on money and inflation, and 
exchange rates and inflation; Section 4 will examine the 
dynamics of the relationships between the variables, 
feedback, the response to shocks in the variables, and 
the relative contribution of each variable to inflation; 
Section 5 will provide some concluding remarks.

Source: Haver Analytics.

Figure 3: Dollar index and GCC import deflator
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An additional element can be attributed to fluctuations 
of the dollar: periods of sharp and prolonged dollar 
depreciation are associated with higher inflation rates 
in the GCC. Here the cause is obviously the effect on 
the price of imported goods. However, despite the 
attention this factor has received among professionals 
and the general public, Figure 3 shows that the 

increase in import deflator has remained remarkably 
stable in the face of the US dollar slump. Imported 
inflation in the GCC has been limited as measured in 
national accounts price data. However, the data might 
not capture reality due to a number of distortions, but 
in any case they should induce some caution when 
drawing conclusions.



1 The	Quantity	Theory	of	Money	states	that	MV = PT	where	M	is	Money	Supply,	V	is	Velocity	of	Circulation,	P	is	Price	level	and	T	is	Transactions	or	Output.

Source:	IMF	WEO,	IIF,	DIFC	Economics.

Figure 4: Annual inflation rate & Broad Money growth per unit of output, 1990-2007
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2.	Money	Supply,	Credit	Growth	and	Inflation

Our	 simple	 monetary	 model	 is	 primarily	 based	 on	
the quantity theory of money1, which describes the 
relationship between money supply and inflation. 
Monetarists	 assume	 that	 velocity	 and	 the	number	of	
transactions per unit of output are relatively stable 
(absent changes in the factors affecting velocity, such 
as interest rates and payment technologies), implying 
that there is a direct relationship between the growth 
of money supply and inflation. Consumers can raise 
aggregate demand by increasing spending on goods 

and services, but the more inelastic the aggregate 
supply in the economy, the greater the impact on 
inflation. The increase in money supply could also 
lead to increase in the price of non-traded goods and 
services, while for small open economies with fixed 
exchange rates, increases in foreign inflation can 
be transmitted to the domestic economy. The direct 
relationship between money supply and inflation in the 
GCC is evident from Figure 4.



Source:	IMF	WEO,	IIF,	DIFC	Economics.

Figure 5: Annual inflation rate and credit growth per unit of output, 1990-2007
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Similarly, a rise in domestic credit growth also has a 
direct impact on inflation (Figure 5). Credit growth 
originates from monetary expansion which leads to 
the growth of bank and other credit intermediaries’ 
balance sheets, generating an expansion of consumer 
and corporate credit. Periods of monetary expansion 
are typically associated with periods of high economic 
activity and upward pressure on prices and wages. 

More	businesses	borrow	from	banks	during	periods	
of high economic activity – leading to periods of high 
credit	growth	alongside	rising	inflation.	Figures	4	&	5	
show that, on average, the GCC money supply/credit 
growth and inflation relationships are consistent with 
empirical norms and predictions of economic theory.       



Source:	IMF,	Bloomberg,	DIFC	Economics.

Figure 6: High positive correlation between the food commodity 
    index and the euro
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According to widespread belief and professional 
commentary, the inflation process in the GCC stems 
from three main factors: 

Non-traded goods and services (driven by a) 
high liquidity, excess aggregate demand and 
infrastructure bottlenecks in housing and 
transport); 
International commodity prices (food prices in b) 
particular, but also raw materials)

US dollar weakness resulting from long-standing c) 
imbalances in the US current account and related 
low-saving ratios.

The latter two factors are linked (Fig. 6): US dollar 
depreciation, ceteris paribus, leads to higher 
international commodity prices (as they are commonly 
denominated in USD).

In order to test and statistically confirm or reject these 
beliefs, we run a battery of Granger causality tests 
between the exchange rate, money supply and oil 
prices on one side and inflation on the other, using 
aggregate data for the GCC countries. We use quarterly 
data between 1991 and 2008 on GCC aggregate 
money supply, oil prices, dollar-euro exchange rate 
index, import prices, value of imports, and various 
commodity indices, to verify the direction of causality 
and the magnitude of each variable’s impact on the 
GCC inflation rate between 1991 and 2008. 

The quarterly data for the GCC have been collected from 
the Global Insight and Haver Analytics databases, with 
latest updates from the GCC governments’ websites. The 
commodity	indices	are	taken	from	the	IMF	database.

Unfortunately data on the price of non-traded goods 
and services are not available for the GCC and reported 
price indices do not allow us to separate traded from 
non-traded goods and services, so little can be said 
on their impact. This means that the relative impact 
of domestic and external factors cannot be assessed 
with much precision. We will elaborate on this issue 
in Section 5. In general, data availability is limited, and 
often the data are of questionable quality.

Table 3 reports the Granger causality (GC) test results 
for pair-wise groups of variables at different lags. Before 
illustrating the results, we wish to stress that Granger 
causality helps to determine whether data, on the 
realisation of one variable, can improve the forecast of 
another, beyond the own history of a variable. In this 

3. Causality Tests
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sense it is a much weaker notion than what is meant 
by “causality” in colloquial language. Note that the 
GC test involves a rejection of the null hypothesis “x 
does not GC y” at a particular confidence level, so 
the lower the probability in the last column of Table 
3 the more likely it is that the first variable Granger 
causes the second. 

Adopting a more formal language, we can say by 
looking at the first test in Table 3, that we reject the 
null hypothesis that money supply in the GCC does 
not Granger cause CPI inflation in the GCC at 0.02% 
confidence when we run the test with lag length set 
to 1. Likewise we cannot reject the null hypothesis 
that CPI inflation does not Granger cause money 
supply at 35.0% confidence. Increasing the number 
of lags up to four, the results of the GC test for money 
supply and inflation do not change, but when the lag 
length is increased to six, neither variable can help 
predict the other.

The sensitivity of the GC test to the lag length is a 
notorious problem in empirical analysis. Given our 
limited sample size, increasing the lag length weakens 
the asymptotic properties of the estimates; therefore, 
we consider more reliable the results for shorter lags. 
In conclusion, the empirical results are consistent with 
the hypothesis that money supply does appear to 
strongly Granger cause inflation in the GCC.

For other pair-wise GC tests the number of lags has a 
more pronounced effect, pointing at some ambiguity 
in the results (due possibly to the short sample size). 
For example, we cannot reject the null hypothesis 
that CPI does not Granger cause US dollar exchange 
rate index and vice versa at conventional confidence 

levels, but if we were willing to accept a 10% error, 
with two lags, CPI inflation would Granger cause 
FX, while with four lags the opposite holds true. 
These kinds of results in our view underline that the 
relationship between the two variables in question is 
essentially not stable enough for drawing any solid 
conclusions. The results may also be due to a third 
variable affecting both CPI and FX. 

Another important result is that oil price fluctuations 
do not Granger cause inflation. Strong as it might be, 
this statistical result is consistent with the fact that 
Gulf oil exporters do not adjust the domestic prices 
of energy in line with international prices.

The last GC tests in Table 3 focus on the import price 
deflator. In the absence of a reliable import deflator 
series for the GCC, we use a proxy, constructed as 
the	equal	weighted	average	of	the	US	and	Euroland	
export deflator. The import deflator fluctuation 
Granger causes inflation (but not vice versa) at short 
lag, but as the lag length increases, Granger causation 
disappears.

By and large, the Granger causality tests in Table 3 are 
in line with what one would expect from economic 
theory, i.e. money supply and import prices have an 
impact	 on	 inflation.	 Oil	 prices,	 on	 the	 contrary,	 do	
not Granger cause inflation since administered retail 
energy prices are not adjusted to reflect international 
prices. 

An extra battery of GC tests is presented in Table 4. 
These tests are not very sensitive to the lag lengths; 
therefore, we just show the result for lag three. 



 Null Hypothesis: Lag 1 F-Statistic Prob.

 Money supply does not Granger cause CPI  15.824 0.0002

 CPI does not Granger cause money supply 0.88461  0.3503

 Null Hypothesis: Lag 4 F-Statistic Prob.

 Money supply does not Granger cause CPI  5.32858 0.001

 CPI does not Granger cause money supply 0.82095  0.5169

 Null Hypothesis: Lag 6 F-Statistic Prob.

 Money supply does not Granger cause CPI  1.83647 0.11

 CPI does not Granger cause money supply 1.10733 0.3708

 Null Hypothesis: Lag 1 F-Statistic Prob.

 CPI does not Granger cause FX 0.00342 0.9535

 FX does not Granger cause CPI 0.64174 0.4259

 Null Hypothesis: Lag 2 F-Statistic Prob.

 CPI does not Granger cause FX  0.4839 0.6186

 FX does not Granger cause CPI 0.31841 0.7285

 Null Hypothesis: Lag 4 F-Statistic Prob.

 CPI does not Granger cause FX  0.41251 0.7989

 FX does not Granger cause CPI 1.35618 0.2603

 Null Hypothesis: Lag 1 F-Statistic Prob.

 CPI does not Granger cause OIL 0.00018 0.9895

 OIL does not Granger cause CPI 0.25613 0.6144

 Null Hypothesis: Lag 4 F-Statistic Prob.

 CPI does not Granger cause OIL  0.52551 0.7174

 OIL does not Granger cause CPI 0.7307 0.5747

Null Hypothesis: Lag 1 F-Statistic Prob.

 CPI does not Granger cause Imp defl  7.2168 0.0091

 Imp defl does not Granger cause CPI 6.84466 0.011

 Null Hypothesis: Lag 4 F-Statistic Prob.

 CPI does not Granger cause Imp defl 1.16917 0.3339

 Imp defl does not Granger cause CPI 2.11091 0.091

Table 3: Pair-Wise Granger Causality Tests for Inflation
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As one would expect, oil prices GC export prices in 
the major economies and also money supply in the 
GCC, but Table 4 also shows that money supply in 
the GCC causes the import deflator which is obviously 
a spurious result stemming from the fact that both 

money supply and import deflator are GC by oil prices. 
In other words, high oil prices lead to current account 
surpluses, an increase in international reserves and 
hence acceleration in money supply growth.

Having established these stylised facts on Granger 
causality, we turn to an econometric estimation of 
the dynamic relationship between inflation and its 
determinants, taking into account potential feedback 
from inflation on other variables. 

 Null Hypothesis: Lag 3 F-Statistic Prob. 

 Money Supply does not Granger Cause Imp defl  1.20818 0.3143

 Imp defl does not Granger Cause Money Supply 2.06983 0.1133

 OIL does not Granger Cause Imp defl  7.4102 0.0003

 Imp defl does not Granger Cause OIL 1.04429 0.3794

 OIL does not Granger Cause Money supply 1.46749 0.2323

 Money supply does not Granger Cause OIL 0.29143 0.8314

Table 4: Additional Pair wise Granger Causality Tests
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4.	VAR	Estimates

2 Vector	Auto	Regression	(VAR)	is	a	flexible	and	easy-to-use	econometric	tool	used	to	capture	the	interlinkages	among	multiple	economic	variables.	A	VAR	is	an	
n-equation, n–variable linear model in which each variable is influenced by its own lagged values, and by current and past values of the other n-1 variables.

3 The impulse response functions trace the effect of a one-standard deviation shock in each variable on all the others over the number of periods indicated on the 
horizontal axis.

In	this	section	we	use	a	standard	Vector	Auto	Regression	
(VAR)2 model to examine how inflation responds to 
shocks in broad money growth, oil prices, commodity 
and raw materials prices, and the US dollar exchange 
rate index.

The	variables	included	in	the	VAR	model	are	consumer	
price inflation (CPI_GCC) and broad money growth 
(M_GCC)	 for	 the	 GCC	 region,	 the	 euro-dollar	 index	
(FX) to capture fluctuations in the US dollar against 
major currencies, nominal oil revenues of the GCC 
(NOM_OR),	 and	 world	 inflation	 for	 food	 commodity	
(Food_PC), raw materials (Rawmat_PC) and metals 
(Metal_PC).

We take the percentage changes of all variables and 
adopt the Schwartz Information Criterion together 
with	the	Hannan	and	Quinn	criterion	to	determine	the	
optimal number of lags, which for all models, partly 
due to the limited sample size, turns out to be 1. 
The model results (forecast variance decompositions 
and impulse responses are based on the Cholesky 
decomposition)	are	reported	in	Exhibits	1-10,	with	the	
order	 of	 variables	 in	 each	 VAR	 being	 determined	 by	
their relative exogeneity. 

The	 analysis	 proceeds	 in	 stages.	 First,	 we	 run	 a	 VAR	
with three variables, i.e. money supply growth, oil 
prices and inflation. We then add external factors such 
as the exchange rate, the import deflator, the nominal 
effective exchange rate, and commodity and food price 
inflation. Unfortunately, one important contributory 
factor to inflation, wage growth, cannot be analysed 
for lack of data, nor can we estimate the effect of real 
income, because neither quarterly GDP figures nor 
industrial production are available. The only meaningful 
proxy for economic activity is imports because in these 
economies both consumption and investment goods 
come predominantly from abroad. 

The impulse response functions3	in	Exhibit	1	essentially	
suggest that inflation is affected mostly by money 
supply. Its impact peaks after three quarters and strongly 
persists	even	after	ten	quarters.	Money	supply	however	
is quite sensitive to changes in oil prices, although the 
effects tend to fade after one year. Hence, from this 
simple model one can conclude that oil prices have an 
impact on inflation through the channel of changes 
in the current account affecting international reserves, 
the monetary base and hence monetary aggregates.
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Exhibit 1: Impulse response functions for a three variable model (oil, broad money growth & 
inflation) with 1 lag

Removing	the	oil	prices	from	the	VAR	and	substituting	
the	dollar-euro	exchange	rate	index,	(Exhibit	2)	confirms	
that the major effect on inflation is exerted by money 
supply. The exchange rate movements are much less 

important and in particular in the equation for inflation 
the coefficient of the exchange rate (not reported here) 
is not significant. 
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Exhibit 2: Impulse response functions for a three-variable model (exchange rate, broad money 
growth & inflation) with 1 lag

In order to verify if economic activity has any influence 
on	money	and	 inflation,	we	run	a	VAR	with	nominal	
oil revenues (expressed in US dollars). The result, 
depicted	 in	 Exhibit	 3,	 indicates	 that	 shocks	 to	 this	
variable influence both money and inflation, but the 
role of money supply shocks remains predominant in 
explaining inflation persistence, while money supply 

is neither influenced by inflation nor by growth in oil 
revenues.	The	same	VAR	with	the	addition	of	the	food	
prices index as an exogenous variable yields similar 
results; the only notable change is that the impulse 
response function of money supply to inflation is 
always flat.
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4 Another	specification	substitutes	the	exchange	rate	index	for	the	nominal	effective	exchange	rate	(NEER)	for	Saudi	Arabia,	which,	in	the	absence	of	a	NEER	for	
the GCC as a whole, is used as a proxy. Again, the main effect on inflation comes from money supply, but in this specification the effect of the exchange rate on 
the	money	supply	is	negative,	and	there	is	even	a	noticeable	effect	of	NEER	on	oil	prices,	which	reduces	the	impulse	of	money	supply	on	inflation.	These	results	
are	rather	implausible	in	our	view	and	underline	the	fact	that	either	NEER	for	Saudi	Arabia	is	not	a	good	proxy	for	the	entire	region	or	that	NEER	is	not	a	good	
measure of the effects of currency movements.

Exhibit 3: Impulse response functions for a three-variable model (nominal oil revenues, broad 
money growth & inflation) with 1 lag

When	running	a	VAR	with	four	variables	–	oil,	dollar-
euro	index,	money	supply	and	CPI	inflation	(Exhibit	4)	
– we observe that the exchange rate and the oil price 
display scant importance in the inflationary dynamics, 
while money supply remains the dominant factor. 

Essentially,	 when	 adding	 the	 exchange	 rate	 to	 the	
model	in	Exhibit	1,	the	only	significant	change	is	that	
the effect of oil prices on money supply is dampened 
by the effect of the exchange rate on money supply.4
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Exhibit 4: Impulse response functions for a four-variable model (oil prices, exchange rate, broad 
money growth & inflation) with 1 lag

When replacing oil prices as an exogenous variable in 
a	 three-variable	VAR	with	 the	 food	 commodity	 price	
index	(Exhibit	5),	the	raw	materials	index	or	the	metals	
index (these latter results are not reported here), the 
results do not change appreciably in terms of the effect 

of money supply on inflation, but international food 
prices do have a stronger effect on inflation than oil 
prices (as can be seen from the variance decomposition 
on the next page).



Variance Decomposition of the model: Food, Oil, Money growth& Inflation

Variance Decomposition of FOOD:
 Period S.E. FOOD OIL M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  0.052891  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000
 2  0.056073  98.58979  0.931922  0.458673  0.019613
 3  0.056724  98.09018  1.187760  0.678606  0.043456
 4  0.056884  97.93706  1.259968  0.739500  0.063468
 5  0.056925  97.89248  1.280692  0.747979  0.078854
 6  0.056935  97.87564  1.286192  0.747711  0.090461
 7  0.056939  97.86350  1.287304  0.749978  0.099216
 8  0.056943  97.85142  1.287310  0.755423  0.105848
 9  0.056946  97.83949  1.287145  0.762470  0.110898
 10  0.056950  97.82847  1.287029  0.769742  0.114757

 Variance Decomposition of OIL:
 Period S.E. FOOD OIL M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  0.129651  8.161517  91.83848  0.000000  0.000000
 2  0.134334  13.18866  86.75324  0.003123  0.054977
 3  0.135027  13.88334  85.99400  0.003395  0.119263
 4  0.135160  13.96479  85.84958  0.011790  0.173834
 5  0.135213  13.96162  85.78548  0.036347  0.216549
 6  0.135261  13.95218  85.72539  0.073151  0.249285
 7  0.135309  13.94708  85.66414  0.114505  0.274281
 8  0.135356  13.94591  85.60612  0.154580  0.293388
 9  0.135397  13.94700  85.55468  0.190294  0.308026
 10  0.135432  13.94909  85.51109  0.220557  0.319264

 Variance Decomposition of M_GCC:
 Period S.E. FOOD OIL M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  6.768950  4.641501  1.093711  94.26479  0.000000
 2  8.132231  11.42702  3.276230  85.22934  0.067407
 3  8.700170  14.99627  3.980447  80.88087  0.142419
 4  8.951306  16.57692  4.222464  78.99128  0.209337
 5  9.068101  17.26009  4.308363  78.16586  0.265693
 6  9.126097  17.56144  4.338428  77.78836  0.311779
 7  9.157136  17.69974  4.348074  77.60343  0.348759
 8  9.175053  17.76641  4.350286  77.50524  0.378059
 9  9.186134  17.80034  4.349914  77.44867  0.401079
 10  9.193396  17.81859  4.348772  77.41357  0.419063

 Variance Decomposition of CPI_GCC:
 Period S.E. FOOD OIL M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  1.132928  1.110701  0.230814  8.343143  90.31534
 2  1.659042  2.358412  0.304551  25.23746  72.09958
 3  2.083167  4.187040  0.202905  35.65748  59.95257
 4  2.428000  6.162393  0.266333  41.47265  52.09862
 5  2.703667  7.884712  0.394368  44.78236  46.93856
 6  2.920669  9.250345  0.525105  46.75943  43.46512
 7  3.089707  10.29054  0.637292  48.00177  41.07040
 8  3.220542  11.07059  0.727201  48.81791  39.38430
 9  3.321443  11.65301  0.797097  49.37393  38.17597
 10  3.399117  12.08818  0.850684  49.76380  37.29733
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These results are consistent with oil prices capturing the 
effect of increased international reserves and capital 
inflows affecting money growth, while food prices- for 
any given exchange rate- proxy for imported inflation. 
Raw materials and metals prices on the contrary have a 
very weak effect on both inflation and money supply.

These results, in other words, suggest that international 

food prices exert a direct impact on CPI inflation 
stronger than the expansionary effect of higher oil 
price, because given the fixed exchange rate ceteris 
paribus the food price affects a large CPI component. 
Even	when	we	add	oil	prices	as	an	exogenous	variable	
in	this	three-variables	VAR	the	result	change	minimally	
as the coefficients on oil price are small and not 
significant.

Table 5: Variance Decomposition
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Exhibit 5: Impulse response functions for a three-variable model (food prices, broad money 
growth & inflation) with 1 lag and oil prices as an exogenous variable

Exhibit	 6	 and	 7	 depict	 a	 four-variable	 VAR	 with	 the	
percentage change in the raw materials index and oil 
prices, respectively. The impulse response functions are 
almost identical, with the only noticeable difference 
being the effect of raw materials on the money supply. 
In practice, raw material prices have a more pronounced 
effect	on	broad	money	than	on	oil	prices.	And	in	Exhibit	

6,	 compared	 to	 Exhibit	 7,	 broad	money	has	 a	 larger	
impact on inflation, while the effect of the exchange 
rate devaluation is marginally smaller and the decays a 
bit	slower.	Variations	in	the	raw	materials	index	have	a	
much more powerful effect on broad money than on 
inflation, and a notable effect on the dollar index.
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Exhibit 6: Impulse response functions for a four-variable model (exchange rate, raw material 
prices, broad money growth & inflation) with 1 lag

Another	VAR	specification	in	Exhibit	8	uses	an	import	
deflator rather than an exchange rate index to capture 
more precisely the effect of currency fluctuations on 
domestic inflation. The lower graph on the left-hand 

side shows that the effect of import prices is markedly 
stronger than that of foreign exchange, even stronger 
than money supply (which continues to be a notable 
factor,	as	in	all	previous	VARs).
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Exhibit 7: Impulse response functions for a four-variable model (import deflator, oil prices, broad 
money growth & inflation) with 1 lag
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Exhibit 8: Impulse response functions for a five-variable model (import deflator, food prices, oil 
prices, broad money growth & inflation) with 1 lag

To highlight even more starkly this phenomenon we 
run	a	five-variable	VAR	with	the	FX	 index	 in	place	of	
the	import	deflator	(see	Exhibit	9).	It	emerges	that	FX	
movements influence inflation only when they translate 
(arguably with some delay) into higher import prices. 

Actually,	by	running	a	bivariate	VAR	(not	reported	here)	
we see that this direct “pass-through” effect is almost 
nil or, to make a more accurate statement, the data do 
not display a noticeable regular and systematic effect 
of exchange rate movements on import prices.
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Exhibit 9: Impulse response functions for a five-variable model (oil prices, food prices, exchange 
rate, broad money growth & inflation) with 1 lag

The overall conclusion can be summarised as follows: 
import	prices	(from	Europe	and	the	US)	have	a	major	
impact on inflation, with money supply playing a 
somewhat weaker role. International food prices and 
oil prices also have a significant impact.

Exhibit	 10	 displays	 the	 impulse	 responses	 from	 a	

specification that uses nominal oil revenues as a measure 
of economic activity and adds non-fuel commodity 
prices (assumed exogenous). The interesting impulse 
responses are shown in the last row. Inflation has a 
strong autoregressive element but is also caused 
by money supply shocks, while the influence of real 
activity is minor.
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Exhibit 10: Impulse response functions for a three-variable model (nominal oil revenues, broad 
money growth & inflation) with 1 lag and non-fuel commodity prices as exogenous

The variance decomposition table for the same 
model shows that oil revenues account for less than 
10% of the variance, while money supply shocks 
contribute to almost 50%, with the rest attributed 

to the autoregressive part. The coefficients of non-
fuel commodity prices are small and often not very 
significant	(other	VAR	models	in	the	Appendix).



Variance Decomposition of the model: Nominal Oil revenues, Money growth & Inflation

 Variance Decomposition of NOM_OR:
 Period S.E. NOM_OR M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  0.190538  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000
 2  0.190785  99.81235  0.002866  0.184787
 3  0.190971  99.62155  0.070067  0.308385
 4  0.191185  99.41147  0.186920  0.401609
 5  0.191400  99.20491  0.321270  0.473820
 6  0.191598  99.01687  0.452286  0.530846
 7  0.191772  98.85329  0.570260  0.576446
 8  0.191920  98.71470  0.672099  0.613201
 9  0.192044  98.59904  0.757981  0.642980
 10  0.192147  98.50336  0.829454  0.667183

 Variance Decomposition of M_GCC:
 Period S.E. NOM_OR M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  6.806037  3.536862  96.46314  0.000000
 2  8.094220  7.251493  92.61096  0.137547
 3  8.561135  8.036814  91.63405  0.329139
 4  8.772086  8.304126  91.15756  0.538310
 5  8.884659  8.411079  90.85046  0.738464
 6  8.953533  8.459150  90.62391  0.916937
 7  9.000205  8.482981  90.44709  1.069928
 8  9.034130  8.495925  90.30589  1.198183
 9  9.059933  8.503602  90.19205  1.304352
 10  9.080122  8.508540  90.09984  1.391620

 Variance Decomposition of CPI_GCC:
 Period S.E. NOM_OR M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  1.134135  4.552270  6.911155  88.53657
 2  1.643106  3.822763  23.87734  72.29989
 3  2.067428  4.679785  35.12843  60.19178
 4  2.413250  5.446479  42.02118  52.53234
 5  2.689954  6.004010  46.35386  47.64213
 6  2.909688  6.397155  49.19353  44.40932
 7  3.083976  6.676268  51.12878  42.19495
 8  3.222486  6.877666  52.49212  40.63022
 9  3.332921  7.025601  53.47925  39.49515
 10  3.421285  7.136111  54.21025  38.65364
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We	have	run	VAR	with	the	same	variables	as	in	Exhibit	
10, substituting the price of oil for oil revenues and 
obtaining similar results (not surprisingly); furthermore, 

adding	LIBOR	to	the	set	of	variables	does	not	change	
the picture appreciably.

Table 6: Variance Decomposition
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Exhibit 11: Impulse response functions for a four-variable model (nominal oil revenues, LIBOR, 
broad money growth & inflation) with 1 lag
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5. Conclusions

We have conducted an empirical analysis of inflation in 
the GCC countries over the period 1980 to 2008, using 
quarterly data. In our analysis seeking to determine 
the factors influencing inflationary pressures in the 
GCC countries, money supply in the region comes 
up	 as	 the	 foremost	 factor.	 In	 fact,	 the	 Vector	 Auto	
Regression analysis – starting with a simple three-
variable model and expanded to more complex 
specifications – highlights that even when we look 
simultaneously at variables such as the exchange rate 
and commodity prices, the influence of money supply 
shocks predominates in the inflationary process. 

International factors such as the foreign exchange rate, 
and food and raw material prices (which were rising in 
the first half of 2008) historically have had less influence 
on	inflation	in	the	GCC	region.	Monetary	fluctuations	
are the major determinant of inflation fluctuations in 
the	GCC	over	the	period	1980-2008.	Our	results	imply	
that monetary stabilisation and control is at the root 
of the control and stabilisation of inflation.

It is important to note that a country-specific empirical 
analysis could produce different results than those at 
the aggregate GCC level. However, we are conducting 

our analysis on the GCC because we wish to analyse 
the policy implications from the perspective of a 
future Gulf Central Bank, which will be entrusted 
with monetary policy responsibilities once the GCC 
countries	form	the	Gulf	Monetary	Union.

In this framework our results highlight first and 
foremost the importance of an independent monetary 
policy. Given the region’s peg to the dollar (with the 
exception of Kuwait), the GCC central banks have 
been forced to mirror the Fed’s monetary policy cycle 
with real interest rates turning negative at times; this 
has, in turn, led to an increase in domestic lending, 
which resulted in excess liquidity, fuelling domestic 
inflation further. Containing inflationary pressures 
would have required putting a lid on domestic 
demand, addressing the non-tradables inflation and 
easing supply bottlenecks (e.g. the real estate sector) 
through a tighter monetary policy, which the peg to 
the dollar prevented.



Variance Decomposition of the model:
Food, Money growth& Inflation (Oil prices exogenous)

 Variance Decomposition of FOOD:
 Period S.E. FOOD M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  0.050782  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000

 2  0.052449  99.33057  0.665319  0.004116

 3  0.052694  98.96084  1.033839  0.005318 

 4  0.052758  98.81823  1.176380  0.005386

 5  0.052778  98.76584  1.228745  0.005420

 6  0.052786  98.74549  1.248906  0.005601

 7  0.052789  98.73671  1.257421  0.005874

 8  0.052790  98.73237  1.261459  0.006169

 9  0.052791  98.72993  1.263620  0.006446

 10  0.052792  98.72840  1.264911  0.006690

Variance Decomposition of M_GCC:
 Period S.E. FOOD M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  6.719509  3.392911  96.60709  0.000000

 2  7.884803  7.286238  92.60230  0.111461

 3  8.326008  8.814822  90.89767  0.287504

 4  8.524038  9.399197  90.12052  0.480286

 5  8.627076  9.636835  89.70015  0.663016

 6  8.688062  9.742195  89.43411  0.823692

 7  8.727973  9.793430  89.24742  0.959150

 8  8.756015  9.820745  89.10865  1.070609

 9  8.776670  9.836647  89.00231  1.161039

 10  8.792351  9.846677  88.91951  1.233811

 Variance Decomposition of CPI_GCC:
 Period S.E. FOOD M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  1.142761  0.594545  7.261187  92.14427

 2  1.653320  1.716043  23.11502  75.16894

 3  2.059607  3.215543  33.45490  63.32956

 4  2.383620  4.489954  39.74324  55.76681

 5  2.638556  5.441402  43.67237  50.88622

 6  2.837683  6.127116  46.23156  47.64133

 7  2.992894  6.619803  47.96352  45.41667

 8  3.113975  6.976779  49.17378  43.84944

 9  3.208637  7.238556  50.04178  42.71967

 10  3.282846  7.432941  50.67755  41.88951
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Appendix -Variance	Decomposition	of	selected	VAR	models



Variance Decomposition of the model:
Exchange rate, Raw material, Money growth& Inflation

Variance Decomposition of FX:
 Period S.E. FX RAW_MAT M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  0.053136  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000

 2  0.053407  98.98847  0.108077  0.820675  0.082777

 3  0.053477  98.73969  0.164056  0.969649  0.126605

 4  0.053493  98.68354  0.174382  0.986431  0.155650

 5  0.053499  98.66281  0.174955  0.986251  0.175981

 6  0.053505  98.64236  0.175188  0.991770  0.190683

 7  0.053511  98.61872  0.176499  1.003222  0.201564

 8  0.053518  98.59445  0.178523  1.017271  0.209752

 9  0.053524  98.57190  0.180760  1.031351  0.215987

 10  0.053529  98.55223  0.182893  1.044109  0.220773

Variance Decomposition of RAW_MAT:
 Period S.E. FX RAW_MAT M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  0.047593  0.321152  99.67885  0.000000  0.000000

 2  0.048071  1.541105  98.19308  0.019349  0.246463

 3  0.048143  1.537886  97.89731  0.078898  0.485907

 4  0.048228  1.534984  97.56802  0.234170  0.662827

 5  0.048319  1.534647  97.22988  0.441426  0.794048

 6  0.048406  1.535801  96.91506  0.656576  0.892559

 7  0.048483  1.537582  96.64046  0.854693  0.967260

 8  0.048548  1.539474  96.41056  1.025622  1.024348

 9  0.048602  1.541223  96.22294  1.167600  1.068235

 10  0.048645  1.542733  96.07230  1.282849  1.102120

Variance Decomposition of M_GCC:
 Period S.E. FX RAW_MAT M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  6.701944  0.518217  0.224980  99.25680  0.000000

 2  8.076150  1.053923  5.529515  93.26039  0.156176

 3  8.618505  1.429039  7.140855  91.11702  0.313082

 4  8.863726  1.570130  7.729732  90.24436  0.455779

 5  8.988105  1.629753  7.981869  89.80789  0.580492

 6  9.057867  1.657871  8.102758  89.55381  0.685566

 7  9.100512  1.672426  8.166417  89.38938  0.771776

 8  9.128455  1.680613  8.202819  89.27531  0.841261

 9  9.147760  1.685570  8.225192  89.19262  0.896616

 10  9.161620  1.688766  8.239803  89.13105  0.940383
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Variance Decomposition of the model:
Exchange rate, Raw material, Money growth& Inflation (continued)

Variance Decomposition of CPI_GCC:
 Period S.E. FX RAW_MAT M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  1.142112  0.021122  2.007135  7.405649  90.56609

 2  1.662977  0.406198  2.840237  23.63444  73.11913

 3  2.093707  0.735316  4.361871  34.48447  60.41835

 4  2.444337  1.009128  5.603986  41.10909  52.27779

 5  2.722734  1.209404  6.495366  45.25520  47.04003

 6  2.940523  1.351833  7.122114  47.95369  43.57237

 7  3.109598  1.453274  7.565357  49.77388  41.20749

 8  3.240400  1.526233  7.882714  51.03836  39.55269

 9  3.341482  1.579318  8.112945  51.93784  38.36989

 10  3.419611  1.618376  8.282016  52.58988  37.50973
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Variance Decomposition of the model:
Imported inflation, Food, Oil, Money growth & Inflation

Variance Decomposition of IMP_INF:
 Period S.E. IMP_INF FOOD OIL M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  0.002173  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000

 2  0.002885  92.69231  3.693344  2.642816  0.918141  0.053385

 3  0.003308  85.58420  8.008377  4.354403  1.909583  0.143437

 4  0.003560  80.64880  11.13508  5.366284  2.603983  0.245857

 5  0.003700  77.62253  13.08750  5.948114  2.994208  0.347641

 6  0.003774  75.91458  14.20103  6.271470  3.171561  0.441364

 7  0.003809  75.02269  14.78279  6.442412  3.229313  0.522800

 8  0.003825  74.59240  15.05610  6.526548  3.234798  0.590154

 9  0.003831  74.39912  15.16645  6.563761  3.227113  0.643557

 10  0.003834  74.31420  15.20010  6.577338  3.223933  0.684432

 Variance Decomposition of FOOD:
 Period S.E. IMP_INF FOOD OIL M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  0.053267  0.117588  99.88241  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000

 2  0.056563  0.107301  98.41252  0.918373  0.550493  0.011309

 3  0.057239  0.132604  97.87109  1.135357  0.840119  0.020829

 4  0.057395  0.185575  97.68484  1.175416  0.928095  0.026077

 5  0.057432  0.237727  97.61033  1.179336  0.944084  0.028525

 6  0.057445  0.277670  97.56942  1.178816  0.944543  0.029555

 7  0.057454  0.304478  97.54153  1.179287  0.944753  0.029949

 8  0.057461  0.321000  97.52187  1.180602  0.946445  0.030083

 9  0.057466  0.330567  97.50862  1.182038  0.948652  0.030121

 10  0.057470  0.335838  97.50023  1.183210  0.950595  0.030127

 Variance Decomposition of OIL:
 Period S.E. IMP_INF FOOD OIL M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  0.129126  1.552451  7.813772  90.63378  0.000000  0.000000

 2  0.135002  1.946593  13.78365  84.20406  0.056316  0.009383

 3  0.136039  2.603479  14.33086  82.96970  0.080389  0.015569

 4  0.136405  3.102415  14.27264  82.52752  0.079962  0.017461

 5  0.136662  3.415133  14.24080  82.23613  0.090297  0.017649

 6  0.136861  3.592421  14.25657  82.02310  0.110311  0.017606

 7  0.137000  3.686222  14.28753  81.87813  0.130353  0.017763

 8  0.137088  3.733086  14.31553  81.78797  0.145300  0.018119

 9  0.137139  3.755248  14.33527  81.73635  0.154562  0.018570

 10  0.137167  3.765124  14.34733  81.70900  0.159519  0.019025
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Variance Decomposition of the model:
Imported inflation, Food, Oil, Money growth & Inflation (continued)

Variance Decomposition of M_GCC:
 Period S.E. IMP_INF FOOD OIL M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  6.814575  1.104449  4.579022  1.059288  93.25724  0.000000

 2  8.163154  1.652956  11.03346  3.151576  84.11289  0.049111

 3  8.745148  1.840431  14.66792  3.912760  79.47445  0.104438

 4  9.010372  1.909161  16.35912  4.196481  77.38187  0.153374

 5  9.135248  1.939284  17.11561  4.305282  76.44577  0.194049

 6  9.196824  1.956130  17.45660  4.347628  76.01294  0.226704

 7  9.229048  1.967802  17.61518  4.364269  75.80051  0.252232

 8  9.247076  1.976988  17.69257  4.370870  75.68780  0.271766

 9  9.257858  1.984638  17.73271  4.373522  75.62267  0.286459

 10  9.264704  1.991118  17.75501  4.374618  75.58189  0.297360

 Variance Decomposition of CPI_GCC:
 Period S.E. IMP_INF FOOD OIL M_GCC CPI_GCC

 1  1.127416  1.708234  1.170849  0.348729  7.369853  89.40233

 2  1.636666  3.504145  2.081964  0.342538  22.53648  71.53487

 3  2.053292  5.718250  3.829757  0.256621  31.69048  58.50489

 4  2.405133  7.529894  6.109866  0.459926  36.50699  49.39333

 5  2.697206  8.821532  8.343273  0.789450  38.96290  43.08285

 6  2.933251  9.695876  10.25308  1.125379  40.22046  38.70520

 7  3.119279  10.27711  11.78167  1.418587  40.87507  35.64756

 8  3.262817  10.66174  12.96346  1.656832  41.22251  33.49546

 9  3.371660  10.91643  13.85889  1.843006  41.41055  31.97112

 10  3.453028  11.08549  14.52836  1.985003  41.51436  30.88678
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